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Alexandre, tell us about yourself and your background
A true skincare enthusiast, I had the chance, at the age of only 32, to take over the management of
a laboratory after having acquired 10 years of experience in the cosmetic and aesthetic medicine
industry . My pride is to have finally reconciled cosmeceuticals, that is to say active cosmetics,
with clean beauty - which have been opposed for far too long. On a daily basis, I devote a
significant part of my time with our Research & Development team, whose goal is to develop
products that are always more responsible and more effective. Creating a new product is always a
fascinating experience!

Explain to us what is Methode Physiodermie and what is its history?

Methode Physiodermie was born in 1974 from a man’s passion for plant active ingredients and
the desire to share this expertise.
From the outset, a vast research program around plant families and their active ingredients was
carried out and served as a starting point in product development. More than a brand, it is a real
method combining product efficacy with care protocols in institutes specially designed to
complement the action of the products.

Who are your products for?

Our products are aimed at everyone: we have more than 80 references! Personalisation is at the
heart of our brand and the use of products in synergy makes it possible to respond to a plurality of
skin alterations.

Tell us more about the SINTYL Laboratory

Having our own laboratory is a considerable advantage. We develop, design, manufacture and test
all our products in accordance with the strict standards of the Swiss cosmetic industry, in order to
guarantee our customers the best quality. We are also leading Research and Development
activities in the field of functional ingredients, plant extracts and formulation techniques to offer
consumers ever more efficient products. Our laboratory has been audited by ECOCERT and
complies with the requirements for the production of certified organic products, which implies
controlling our environmental impact: biodegradable cleaning products, reduction and recovery of
waste, etc.

How are your products different from your competitors?

We have always put efficiency and personalisation at the heart of our product development. More
recently, starting from the observation that the organic cosmetics market was perceived as not
very effective, we therefore decided to combine clinical efficiency and organic certification:
Clinical Swiss Organics, our new Collection was born. Organic certification by Ecocert (COSMOS
Organic standard), the strictest in Europe, echoes our values of transparency and naturalness, and
the use of recognised active ingredients such as peptides, AHAs, BHAs or antioxidants reflect our
expertise in cosmeceuticals.

What are your main commitments?

Since its creation, Physiodermie has made strong commitments such as efficiency thanks to
concentration of active ingredients and personalisation in order to respond to all skin alterations.
With Clinical Swiss Organics, we went further by integrating the concepts of safety (we do not use
controversial cosmetic ingredients), transparency (the percentage of active ingredient is explicit
and the function of each ingredient is identified) and minimalism (no superfluous ingredients in
the formulas).

What is the unique selling point of Methode Physiodermie?

Our asset is our “Swiss made” label. This label carries the values of efficiency and know-how that
guide us in our work and our desire to advance research day after day. Switzerland is also a
benchmark in respecting environmental standards. Finally, our 45 years of existence and the
visible results of our care in institutes are all elements that support our expertise in the field of
skin care..

What feedback do you get most regarding your products?

We have very positive feedback from our customers. Efficiency is what comes up most often. Our
partner institutes and spas are delighted to be able to offer their customers quality products and
care. Our consumers appreciate the possibility of using the products in synergy in order to be able
to meet the need for increased personalisation in terms of cosmetics.

What are your best selling products?

Our bestsellers are the Micropeeling AHA, ideal at this time to get a makeover, the Deep
Cleansing Balm, a cleansing make-up balm and Revit (A) Oil which allows self-massage of the
face and décolleté, a moment of relaxation and welcome care at this time.
Where do you find your products?

Our products are distributed in more than 15 countries. In France, you can find them in our partner
spas and institutes and on our website www.physiodermie.com

Any advice for people in confinement?

Continue to take care of yourself and your skin every day. It is essential during periods of
confinement to allow yourself moments to do good for your morale as well as your skin. During
this period, your skin is subjected to severe ordeal: stress, change in eating habits etc ... So do not
neglect it. At Physiodermie, we all have our special confinement skincare routine to maintain
beautiful skin. It is also important to stay well hydrated, ventilate regularly to renew the air and of
course avoid snacking on foods that are too sweet or salty.
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